University Facility Fee Advisory Board
Minutes
Thursday, February 28, 2019
5:00-6:00 pm
303 GSB

Members Present
Nick Bohn              Chair
Dillon Donaghy        Secretary
Natalie Miller        CVMBS
Arnold Paecklar       Graduate School
Madi Sanchez          Health and Human Science
Quin Kuechenmeister  Business
Grace Coley           Agricultural Sciences
Rowan Hilend          Natural Sciences
Marie Cusik           Liberal Arts

Associate Members
Cassie Gardner        Liberal Arts
Westin Musser         Natural Sciences
Allison Kuderka       Agricultural Sciences
Emma Parent           CVMBS

Members at Large
Andrea Fairfield      ASCSU
Tristan Syron         ASCSU

Other Members
Becca Mueller         Program Manager
Tom Satterly          Advisor

1. Improvement of West Entrance of TILT Building – Rosemary Kreston
   a. Create a safer, more accessible entrance for students
   b. 1300 students come to TILT specifically for SDC
   c. Lifetime project for as long as the building exists as it is
   d. Current entrance from parking lot has just a ramp
      i. Ramp is often slick from ice and snow
      ii. Coming through backdoor doesn’t send good message for students going to SDC
      iii. Little recognition for SDC
      iv. Ramp is within code, but is very long and is difficult to get into door from
   e. Project Design
      i. Rebuild ramp
      ii. Include a lift
      iii. Put a canopy over the entry way and lift
iv. Make the aesthetic more appealing
f. Would be finished early next fall
g. In case of partial funding, either lift or ramp would be prioritized based on funding given
h. Vote of Legitimacy – 9-in favor, 0-against

2. Clark C145 Languages, Literature and Cultures Lab (LLC) Renovation – Mary Vogl and Kaity Lewis
   a. Lab built in the 1970s and used by faculty, staff, and students since
      i. Out of date layout makes it difficult for groupwork
      ii. Atmosphere is dingy and lights/ceiling tiles are old
      iii. Projector blocks customer service window
      iv. Room can be reserved by anyone in department but often isn’t due to its quality and condition
   b. Has specialized software as well as equipment and resources for student learning
      i. Very limited storage for the equipment and resources
      ii. Current cabinets block a back entrances to lab
   c. Administration of proficiency exams takes place here
   d. Lab can be reserved for trainings and presentations
   e. 650+ students in programs that can use the lab from multiple colleges on campus
   f. Proposed changes
      i. Update workstations and make room feel more open and modern
      ii. Allow for better groupwork and instructor circulation for teaching
      iii. Capacity will remain the same at around 30 seats
      iv. Cleaning up cabinets and opening storage space
   g. Vote of legitimacy – 9-in favor, 0-against